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Hierarchical multidimensional 
data spaces are future, not past
• Multidimensional 

data are…

• … intuitive, for people 
to work with

• … powerful, because 
of the inherent 
hierarchies

Simplicity is the 
fundamental virtue of 
cubes and cube queries
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Problem statement

• How can we compute the contents of a new cube 
query, by reusing the existing contents of the result 
of a previous cube query?

Schema:
[Time.Month, WC.L1, Edu.L2], [sum(TaxPaid)]

Schema:
[Time.Year, WC.L2, Edu.L2],[sum(TaxPaid)]

σ: 
Time.Year  {2018,2019},
WC.ALL{All},
Edu.L3{Post-Secondary}

σ: 
Time.Year  {2019},
WC.L2{WithPay},
Edu.L3{Post-Secondary}

Q2Q3
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But … hasn’t this been solved 
years ago? …
• Query containment: determine whether the set of tuples computed by 

a query Q is always a subset of the set of tuples produced by a query Q’  
independently of the database contents 

• View usability: determine whether a query Q defined over a set of 
relations SQ can be answered via a view V (and possibly a set of auxiliary 
relations SV  SQ) such that the resulting set of tuples is identical, 
independently of the contents of the underlying database

• Query rewriting: how the query Q must be rewritten in order to be 
answered via V

• Long list of papers for the relational case; only a couple of papers for 
query expressions involving different levels in the hierarchy with (a) 
simple expressions or (b) a reasoner-based approach

• We need a simple and straightforward way to …
a. … check whether a cube is usable for the computation of another cube, via 

formal tests over the combination of selection conditions and groupers, for a 
fairly broad range of expressions…

b. .. …perform the computation
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How can we compute the contents of a new 
cube query, by reusing the existing contents 
of the result of a previous cube query?

• In this paper, we address the usability problem of 
computing a new cube query 𝑐𝑛 from the cells of a 
previous one, 𝑐𝑏, defined at a different level of 
abstraction; we introduce the respective test as well 
as a rewriting algorithm

• This is part of a broader effort to provide a model and 
an algebra on how two cubes can be related

Panos Vassiliadis. A Cube Algebra with 
Comparative Operations: Containment, 
Overlap, Distance and Usability

https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.09390

LONG VERSION

https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.09390


Cube query usability and 
rewriting: the recipe
• How can we compute the result of a query on the 

basis of the result of a previous query, in the 
context of a multidimensional hierarchical space?

• The recipe:
• Provide a formal model for data and queries; pay 

attention to define query semantics with respect to the 
most detailed data of the multidimensional space

• Introduce equivalent expressions at different levels of 
detail

• Isolate the cases where the grouper- and filter- parts of 
a query can collaborate to produce meaningful results

• Introduce a usability test and a rewriting algorithm
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Model for data and queries

• We assume dimensions, with hierarchies of levels as 
context for the facts

• The Cartesian product of dimensions creates a 
multidimensional space, within which, cubes carrying 
measures exist.

• A cube query specifies 
a. the detailed data set over which it is imposed, 
b. the selection condition that isolates the records that 

qualify for further processing, 
c. the aggregator levels, that determine the level of 

coarseness for the result, and 
d. an aggregation over the measures of the underlying cube 

that accompanies the aggregator levels in the final result. 

Model
Equiv. expr.
Rollability
Test & Algo
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Cube Queries
𝑞 = DS0, 𝜙, [𝐿1, . . . , 𝐿𝑛,𝑀1, . . . ,𝑀𝑚], [𝑎𝑔𝑔1 (𝑀0

1 ), . . . , 𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑚(𝑀0
𝑚)]

σ: 
Time.Year  {2019,2020},
WC.L2{WithPay},
Edu.L2{Univ,Post-Grad}

Q1 Schema:
[Time.Month,  

WC.L1, Edu.L2],
[sum(TaxPaid)]

Selection condition 𝜙 : conjunctive selection 
condition with the following constraints: 
(a) it involves a single composite conjunctive 

expression, 
(b) there is exactly one atom per dimension of 

the schema of DS
(c) the atoms of the condition are all of the 

form 𝐿 ∈ {𝑣1, . . . , 𝑣𝑘 }, 𝑣𝑖 ∈ 𝑑𝑜𝑚(𝐿)

Equivalent detailed selection condition 𝜙0 : 
each atom of 𝜙 is mapped to
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Proxies: what does 
equivalent mean?
• A proxy is an equivalent 

expression at a different level of 
detail that by construction 
covers exactly the same subset 
of the multidimensional space, 
albeit at different level of 
coarseness.

• The signature of a construct is a 
set of coordinates that 
characterize the subset of the 
multidimensional space 
"framed“ by the construct.

• Areas are sets of cells within the 
bounds of a signature.

Model
Equiv. expr.
Rollability
Test & Algo



Perfect Rollability

Model
Equiv. expr.
Rollability
Test & Algo
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Perfect Rollability
• The perfectly rollable condition is 

a "clean" characterization stating 
that if we group by a level 𝐿 on 
any possible data set, then, the 
resulting grouper values of 𝐿 will 
be produced by the entire 
population of their descendants 
at lower levels (in fact, as far as 
the semantics are concerned: the 
most detailed one)

• Perfect rollability guarantees 
that, given a simple selection 
condition on a dimension and a 
grouper level, there are no 
grouper cells in the result of a 
cube that could be computed on 
the basis of only a subset of their 
detailed descendants, but rather, 
the entire range of descendant 
values are taken into 
consideration for their 
computation.
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Schema:
[Time.Month,

WC.L1, Edu.L2],
[sum(TaxPaid)]

Schema:
[Time.Year,

WC.L2, Edu.L2],
[sum(TaxPaid)]

σ: 
Time.Year  {2018,2019},
WC.ALL{All},
Edu.L3{Post-Secondary}

σ: 
Time.Year  {2019},
WC.L2{WithPay},
Edu.L3{Post-Secondary}

Q2

Q3 Usability and 
Rewriting
• Can we compute 

a query result 
based on the 
query result of a 
previous query?

• If yes, how?

Model
Equiv. expr.
Rollability
Test & Algo
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Check and 
algorithm
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Schema:
[Time.Month, WC.L1, Edu.L2], [sum(TaxPaid)]

Schema:
[Time.Year, WC.L2, Edu.L2],[sum(TaxPaid)]

σ: 
Time.Year  {2018,2019},
WC.ALL{All},
Edu.L3{Post-Secondary}

σ: 
Time.Year  {2019},
WC.L2{WithPay},
Edu.L3{Post-Secondary}

Q2Q3

Schema Lg Atoms Lφ

Time WC Edu Time WC Edu

Q3 Year L2 L2 Year  {2019} WC.L2 
{WithPay}

Edu.L3 
{Post-Sec}

Q2 Month L1 L2 Year  {2018, 
2019}

WC.ALL{All} Edu.L3 
{Post-Sec}

Time WC Edu

Q3+ {2019} X {WithPay} X {SomeColl., Assoc., 
Univ., PostGrad}

φ3@2+

Q3@2+

{2019-01, … 2019-12}  X {Private, SelfEmp, 
Gov}  

X {SomeColl., Assoc., 
Univ., PostGrad}

φ2+ {2018-01, … 2018-12,
2019-01, … 2019-12}  

X {Private, SelfEmp, 
Gov,  W/OPay}  

X {SomeColl., Assoc., 
Univ., PostGrad}
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Thank you!

• We have provided a method for computing a new cube from a previous one, 
defined at a different level of abstraction.

• The basis of the method is perfect rollability, a property characterizing the 
combination of selection conditions and groupers that guarantees the correct 
computation of aggregate measures.

• Future work can also target operators comparing cubes for intrinsic properties 
of their cells (e.g., hidden correlations, predictions, classifications) that have to 
be decided via the application of knowledge extraction operators to the results, 
or the detailed areas, of the contrasted cubes.

This work is part of the OLAP III effort:
http://www.cs.uoi.gr/~pvassil/projects/olap_III/

We pursue a revolution to both what a query and what a 
query answer is and envision OLAP to come with 3 
properties: Intentional querying, Intelligent results, 
Interesting highlights

http://www.cs.uoi.gr/~pvassil/projects/olap_III/index.html
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